Decide what you want to be?
----------- Supriya Kumar Chakraborty
In our country, from very early age of their children all parents dream that
their male child will become in future an engineer or a doctor or a pilot, an army
officer or a high-ranked officer. And their daughter will become a fashion
designer, an architect, a doctor or a professor or a successful women
entrepreneur.
In most cases, owing to various difficulties or due to lack of congenial
atmosphere desired dreams of those parents could not be materialized. There
are a lot of reasons behind this. All these reasons cannot be fully explained in
short. Let’s try to devise a way to conclude concerning this case. We are high
lighting on this case briefly. Try to remember following top ten tips. These will be
of great use to you. Certainly, success will come.
1.

Practice to get up from bed at 6’O clock every day. From a habit of doing

some physical exercise take a tasteful breakfast by satisfying your belly. Try to
remember that a good breakfast can provide you with whole day’s working
stamina.
2.

Attend your school/college/university classes on a regular basis. Following

every class. If needed, discuss about your weak points in your subjects.
3.

Give up the habit of studying upto late at night. It affects worsely. It never

does greater good than normal course. During examination, don’t engage your
brain in matters those are out of syllabus. Try to be in a relaxed mood.

4.

After passing 1st and 2nd gates of life, that is, SSC and HSC and before

your preparation for going abroad for higher education, secure high score in
spoken English, IELTS, TOEFL, SAT.
5.

Before forwarding yourself in the fights of establishing yourself in life, try to

learn about some successful stories in the field from your relatives, noted
personalities and acquainted persons read as many books as you can.
6.

Devise a plan on how your parents and you yourself dream for your future.

Get everybody involved into the blue print of your master plan.
7.

Engage yourself in some creative work when you are free from study

pressure. Those works may include Red Cresent, Leo Club, Lions Club, Rotary
Club, Chess, Cricket, Debate Club etc.
8.

Give up bad habits like talking over mobile phone unnecessarily,

exchanging SMS, chatting, browsing on internet, whiling away time with friends,
staying outside home upto late at night, etc.
9.

Follow parents’ and teachers’ advices, directions and instruction properly.

Remembers they are your best friends. No other people can equalize them.
10.

Love your life profoundly. Always think you have some responsibilities

towards your family and your country. You have to become a perfect man.
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